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EDILFLOOR is a modern and dynamic company manufacturing and dealing since 1979 with 
technical textiles such as: nonwoven and woven geotextiles, geogrids, drainage geocomposites 
and other geosynthetics, technical fabrics and do-it-yourself products.

EDILFLOOR is involved in several business areas as civil engineering, building and roofing 
construction, furniture and bedding, automotive, do-it-yourself, agriculture and gardening.

The Company has an historical commitment to technical innovation, an unquestionable 
dedication to quality, customer service, logistics and environmental care and is ready to provide 
solutions to specific needs. 

A modern internal laboratory daily performs a large number of tests: mechanical, physical 
and durability Internal and external controls grant a constant quality based on the highest 
international standard.

A worldwide distributors network and a relevant stock allow EDILFLOOR to quickly supply most 
of the products in few days. Closeness with customers allows our both commercial and technical 
staff knowing their needs and sharing “on-site” experiences to improve our service and match all 
new market trends.

This brochure is a short presentation of our range of products particularly suggested for DIY & 
gardening use:
 
•	 MULTITEX is a multipurpose geotextile, 100% white synthetic fibres, to be used for multiple 

domestic works;
 
•	 LAYTEX and DECKTEX are special white geotextiles to be used as elastic and flexible 

reinforcement of waterproof liquid membranes, suitable for indoor or outdoor installation;
 
•	 PAINTEX is a multicolour nonwoven layer bonded with a PE film, for protection of delicate 

floors during home maintenance and painting works;
 
•	 FLORTEX® 120 is a black needlepunched fabric suitable for mulching and weed-control on 

gardening, flowerbed, pots and planters.
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APPLICATIONS

DIY & GARDENING

Path and driveway
Just place MULTITEX between 
soil or sand and blocks/tiles to 
obtain a stable and long-term 
result, without weeds and thus 
ensuring a flawless result.

1

Drainage works
When properly installed inside 
the trench together with 
sand or drainage materials, 
MULTITEX prevents the soil to 
mix with the granular content, 
thus enabling the draining 
system to run smoothly for an 
unlimited period and saving 
extra costs and energy.

2

Weed control 
As it allows flows of water and 
nutrients, FLORTEX® 120 is 
suitable for mulching, as well as 
preventing growth of weeds. 

3

Flower boxes and pots 
MULTITEX laid between soil 
and gravel ensure the excess of 
water to flow out and is used as 
a separation and a filter.

4
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Water ponds and pools
After preparing the ground 
freeing it from roots and spikes, 
installation of MULTITEX helps 
to protect the membrane 
from puncturing that can be 
caused by sharp materials and 
prevent water leaks and costly 
maintenance.

8

Wood pile
MULTITEX can be used as a 
separation layer between the 
ground and the stored material, 
while ensuring the filtration of 
water, preventing moisture and 
mold to affect the timber.

7

Terraces and balconies
DECKTEX and LAYTEX protect 
the waterproof membrane, 
preventing it from being 
punctured or damaged, thus 
ensuring its waterproofing 
function without incurring in 
maintenance or repairing costs.

6

House maintenance
PAINTEX protects the floor 
or furniture when painting or 
doing maintenance: just unroll 
it with the film side down in 
the needed area or use it for 
covering the furniture that 
might be damaged.

5
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MULTI-PURPOSE NONWOVEN GEOTEXTILE

MULTITEX is a multi-purpose geotextile 100 g/m2 made of white 
synthetic fibres, suitable for gardens, terraces, paths and parking 
areas, drainage applications, DIY and small domestic works generally 
speaking. 

It is the ideal solution for all small works on limited working areas 
and can be easily used in different segments like horticulture, animal 
litters, children play areas also.

The product is non-toxic, non-polluter and constitutes an 
environmentally friendly solution. Easy to install, it can save extra 
work and money. 

MULTITEX is supplied in carton boxes 60x80x100H cm, single size, 
with dedicated labels showing main use instructions.

•	 Path and driveway
•	 Drainage works
•	 Flower boxes and pots
•	 Wood pile
•	 Water ponds and pools

MULTITEX

Available sizes Rolls/box m2/box

1,00x10 63 630

1,00x25 30 750

2,00x10 (folded) 30 600

2,00x25 (folded) 12 600

SIZES

APPLICATIONS
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LIQUID MEMBRANE SUPPORT FABRICS

LAYTEX and DECKTEX are white needle-punched nonwoven thermo-
bonded on one side made of polyester or polypropylene fibres, 
manufactured without using any glues or chemical compound. 
These lightweight fabrics are a flexible and elastic reinforcement 
into elastomeric or synthetic liquid membranes or cement based 
coatings.
They are specially designed to be used on all surfaces potentially 
cracking, in particular angles, junctions, steps, stairs, 

LAYTEX is made of first quality polypropylene fibres specially 
designed to be installed in direct contact with cement base mortars, 
coatings or repair membranes with pH from 7 to 11 (basic).
It helps to increase the overall membrane tear strength, puncture 
resistance and flexural fatigue. It gives the membrane the capability 
of crack bridging while maintaining the membrane perfect shaped. 
The product has excellent coating absorption and saturation 
performance.

DECKTEX is made of first quality polyester fibres specially designed 
to be installed in direct contact with any elastomeric, bituminous, 
polyurethane resins with pH from 3 to 7 (acid).
It helps to increase the overall membrane tear strength, puncture 
resistance and flexural fatigue. It gives the membrane the capability 
of crack bridging while maintaining the membrane perfect shaped. 
The product has excellent coating absorption and saturation 
performance.

LAYTEX & DECKTEX

•	 Terraces and balconies

APPLICATIONS

Types Available sizes Rolls/box m2/box

60 1,00x50 42 2100

100 1,00x50 24 1200

SIZES

PROCEDURE FOR AN APPROPRIATE INSTALLATION

•	 Mix and apply the resin in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.
•	 Spread liquid resin as per you choice to the cleaned surface with a roller using a broad, even stroke.
•	 Roll out LAYTEX or DECKTEX onto the liquid resin, making sure that the roll is unrolling smooth and without any wrinkles or fish mouths.
•	 LAYTEX and DECKTEX will begin to rapidly saturate with the liquid resin.
•	 Allow the fleece to saturate with resin from bottom up. Using a roller, wet the geotextile with resin, applying light pressure.
•	 Use a medium nap roller to eliminate any air bubbles, wrinkles, etc.
•	 Apply additional liquid resin on top of LAYTEX and DECKTEX until full saturation, till resin layer is fully and evenly applied.
•	 Be sure that the coat be smooth and regular applied.

INSTALLATION
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•	 House maintenance

NONWOVEN FLOOR PROTECTION

PAINTEX is a multicolour nonwoven layer 200 g/m2 bonded with 
a polyethylene waterproof film, ideal for protection of delicate 
floor surfaces during maintenance work and painting of houses or 
buildings in general.

Thanks to his mixture of synthetic fibres and natural fibres, PAINTEX 
allows to cushion the blows in case of falling of objects and light tools 
and reduce damage caused by foot traffic in delicate floors or absorb 
liquids such as paints, liquids or mortars.

In addition, the impermeable film prevents passage of fluids and their 
contact with the underlying surface.
It provides a perfect solution for all jobs not involving large surfaces.

The product comes in a practical display box sized cm 60x80x100 
(height).

Each display box contains a certain number of rolls individually 
labelled, as shown in the table below.

PAINTEX

Available sizes Rolls/box m2/box

1,00x10 48 480

1,00x25 20 500

1,00x50 8 400

SIZES

APPLICATIONS
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•	 Weed control

WEED CONTROL FABRIC

FLORTEX® 120 is a black polypropylene needle-punched and 
thermo-bonded nonwoven, produced without using of adhesives or 
chemical binders. 

Aside to its primary use in mulching the soil, thanks to his physical 
structure it adds also important extra advantages: 

•	 it guarantees free circulation of air, water and nutrients to soil, 
•	 it stops sunlight and weeds roots, 
•	 it promotes growth of the roots of designed plants,
•	 it keeps wet and cool the soil,
•	 it prevents from mold propagation.

FLORTEX® 120 does not absorb water, is easy to cut and install, is 
durable and flexible and is compatible with drip irrigation systems.

Very lightweight, resistant and flexible, FLORTEX® 120 is also ideal 
for protecting the tree trunk from frost and/or strong winds iduring 
wintertime.

FLORTEX ® 120

Available sizes Rolls/box m2/box

0,50x10 48 240

1,00x5 42 210

1,00x10 24 240

SIZES

APPLICATIONS
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